Electrode commutation sequence for honeycomb arrangement of electrodes in electrochemotherapy and corresponding electric field distribution.
Electrochemotherapy is a treatment based on combination of chemotherapeutic drug and electroporation. It is used in clinics for treatment of solid tumours. For electrochemotherapy of larger tumours multiple needle electrodes were already suggested. We developed and tested electrode commutation circuit, which controls up to 19 electrodes independently. Each electrode can be in one of three possible states: on positive or negative potential or in the state of high impedance. In addition, we tested a pulse sequence using seven electrodes for which we also calculated electric field distribution in tumour tissue by means of finite-elements method. Electrochemotherapy, performed by multiple needle electrodes and tested pulse sequence on large subcutaneous murine tumour model resulted in tumour growth delay and 57% complete responses, thus demonstrating that the tested electrode commutation sequence is efficient.